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Abstract

Energy storage is undoubtedly a crucial aspect for the optimal managing of modern active distribution systems. In this paper, a smart utilization of batteries within grid-connected PV-plants is introduced and discussed. Batteries are utilized for maximizing the power generation of a PV-field operating under partial shading conditions, also obtaining the conventional energy storage task. In fact, batteries are proposed to be utilized in a distributed framework together with simple boost-type DC-DC converters; by this way, the power generated by a PV-field can be maximized also in presence of significant mismatches among different PV-modules connected in series, attaining some important advantages with respect to both conventional PV-plants with a centralized energy storage system or to conventional distributed Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) systems with no batteries. Experimental and numerical data are presented, analyzed and discussed.
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1. Introduction

Traditional electrical power systems were essentially based on centralized and fuel consuming power generation plants, where end-users were supplied via unidirectional transmission and distribution grids. The need for reducing CO2 emissions are now changing these strongholds and power systems are more and more integrated by “distributed generation” (DG), that is to say small and medium size generation plants managed by end-users (now called “prosumers”), to underline that they can be both consumers and producers) and essentially based on renewables.

As a consequence, in order to not compromise reliability and quality of the supply, modern power systems have now to become “smarter”, for properly managing power received both from centralized and distributed sources; of course, this could be accomplished by means of sophisticated control and communication technologies but, undoubtedly, also energy-storage systems can have a central role [1-14].

In fact, electricity generated from renewables by distributed plants, unlike that generated by fuel consuming centralized plants, is highly “intermittent” and this worsens the problem of optimally matching electricity availability with electricity demand of end-users. Without solving this problem, reliability, quality and stability of modern power system are seriously compromised.

A non exhaustive list of further benefits of the energy storage, properly located on modern power systems with DG, could be as follows: it can increase voltage control, frequency control and stability of power systems, it can reduce outages, it can allow the reduction of spinning reserves to meet peak power demands, it can reduce congestion on the transmission and distributions grids, it can release the stored energy when energy is most expensive, it can improve power quality or service reliability for customers with high value processes or critical operations and so on.

A lot of recent studies demonstrate the strategic importance and advantages of introducing energy storage systems within modern power systems also for making possible a very high penetration of variable renewable electricity.

Nevertheless, the evaluation of the “net economical performance” of the utilization of a battery energy storage system - by economically comparing its advantages and benefits with its additional costs, its maintenance costs, its charge/discharge inefficiencies and its lifetime - is still hotly debated today so showing to be a complex issue. As an example, in Nicholas, et al. [15] it was concluded that: “it is clear that many details should be considered when evaluating the economic potential of behind-the-meter storage for demand-charge reduction. In addition to considering the weather and load profiles of the site, it is necessary to evaluate the utility rate structure, and determine whether the addition of battery storage can be leveraged to reduce costs enough to justify the upfront capital expenditure and replacement costs. The greatest financial benefit will be derived at certain sizes of PV and battery couplings, requiring optimization or parametric analysis. Further complications result when considering how to dispatch the battery to maximize its benefit, especially because load and weather forecasts are uncertain, and battery lifetime depends on cycling behavior. SAM provides a means to begin evaluating these complex problems”.

Furthermore, at moment, a large number of energy storage technologies and systems are available and effectively viable; nevertheless, existing storage technologies can be complimented with innovative researches in order to find new, more reliable and cost-effective solutions.

In this contest, the main goal of this paper is that of discussing a “smart way” of conceiving a battery-based energy storage system to be utilized in grid-connected PV-plants as a base for coping with the additional task of implementing a reliable, efficient and affordable distributed MPPT. Differently from the conventional and “centralized” use of batteries, we propose to use batteries in a “distributed framework”, by properly coupling them with a certain number of sub-PV-strings and its respective MPPT circuitry. By this way - without additional costs for batteries (that are just “distributed” on the PV-field with respect to its centralized use) - some relevant additional advantages can be attained, all having an immediate and favorable economical impact: i) generation losses caused by mismatches and partial shading are avoided (as in conventional distributed MPPTs without batteries); ii) overvoltages on sensitive components of sub-PV-string circuitries under mismatches are eliminated (with respect to conventional distributed MPPTs without batteries); iii) conversion losses on DC/DC converters are reduced (thanks to the reduction of both voltage and current losses on power switches); iv) conversion efficiency of the centralized inverter is improved (thanks to the stabilization of its DC input voltage and power); v) costs for capacitors of DC/DC converters are avoided; vi) costs for conventional bypass diodes for sub-PV-strings are avoided. In a nutshell, to optimally managing the power generation of a PV-field that can be disturbed by significant mismatches among its PV-modules, in virtue of its power and its solar exposure, the PV-field is partitioned into a certain number of sub-PV-strings, whose series-connected PV-modules are characterized - as much as possible - by a uniform exposure to atmospheric agents. Finally, for each sub-PV-string a properly designed battery pack is introduced; regardless of its capacity, which does not directly/immediately affect the generation properties of the sub-PV-string, its rated voltage as to be matched as best as possible to the sub-PV-string maximum power voltage. By this way, batteries should act as an effective “first order passive MPPT”. In order to compensate for both unavoidable errors in finding commercial battery-packs with a rated voltage equal to the theoretical optimal value and for losses on the generated power caused by variations of operating conditions (i.e. the working temperature of PV-cells), each battery pack is connected to its respective sub-PV-string via a simple boost-type DC/DC converter. In practice, DC/DC converters are proposed to be used just to “refine” in an active way the voltage value at the terminals of each Sub-PV-string, starting from the rated voltage of the battery-pack. In this sense, each sub-PV-string DC/DC converter works – de facto – as a “second order active MPPT”; anyhow, it can be operated with very low values of its duty cycle, k, and, as a consequence, minor conversion losses are expected with respect to DC/DC converters operated without the battery presence, thanks to a significant reduction of conduction losses on power switches. After introducing aforementioned battery-based DC/DC converters, sub-PV-strings can be connected in series among them to supply the central PV-string inverter, without encountering well known problems of generation losses that occur in conventional PV-strings without batteries, not even in case of mismatches among series-connected PV-modules [16-22]. Furthermore, no variations occur on the PV-string output voltage (that is also the input DC voltage of the centralized inverter) and no overvoltages on circuit components appear, not even in presence of strong mismatches among PV-modules, as -
instead - it is in conventional distributed MPPTs without batteries [23-25].

An inclusive Pspice numerical model of the proposed PV-plant architecture, already introduced and fully described in Carbone, et al. [26] is firstly set with the help of measurements on a small-scale simplified lab prototype; then, the Pspice numerical model is utilized to simulate different PV-generator case-studies operating under different working conditions.

2. Using Batteries as a “First Order” Passive MPPT

As well known, for a fixed level of the solar irradiance and for a fixed temperature, the power delivered to the network by a conventional grid-connected photovoltaic generator (PG), which qualitative I-V characteristic is depicted in Fig.1(a), depends on the value of the network equivalent impedance as seen from the PG terminals. Moreover, the behavior of the network is normally imposed to be resistive by using a power PWM inverter.

Unfortunately, only one working point on the I-V PG characteristic corresponds to the generation of the maximum available power, MPP (bold-faced circles, in Fig.1(a)) and it can be “caught” only carefully adjusting the value of the network equivalent resistance. Hence, in grid-connected PV-plants maximum power point trackers (MPPTs) are largely used; they belong to the active category and are based on power electronic interfaces (single-stage or double-stage forced commutated PWM inverters), operated according to different algorithms (perturb-and-observe, incremental conductance and so on). Of course, active MPPTs have high performances; nevertheless, they normally require a complex circuitry.

On the other hand, Fig.1 also shows that, for different solar irradiance (SI) levels, the variation of the MPP directly involves the PG current values, while the PG voltage values remain almost constant.

This means that a battery, in parallel with the PG and the network as shown in Fig.1(b), if properly designed in its rated voltage value, can naturally catch and maintain (within limits imposed by the capacity of the battery) a PG working point very close to the MPP, for any PG solar irradiance level and for any value of the network equivalent resistance [2] in other words, a battery in parallel with the PG - if well designed in its rated voltage - could work as an effective "passive" MPPT.

With some more detail, it is well known that, under standard conditions (i.e. 1000 W/m² of solar irradiance, SI, and 25 °C of PV-cells temperature, Tc) the voltage, \( V_{mp} \), to be put at the terminals of a photovoltaic generator, PG, for the generation of its maximum available power, has a value that is about the 80% of the open circuit voltage, \( V_{oc} \), of the PG. Please also note that, as already indicated in Fig.1(a), this \( V_{mp} \) value shows a small decreasing when the solar irradiance level, SI, decreases (with respect to the standard value of 1000 W/m²). Furthermore, it is also well known that the \( V_{mp} \) value sensibly decreases if the working temperature, Tc, of PV-cells increases (with respect to the standard value of 25 °C) and vice versa.

That said, once a sub-PV-string has been planned as briefly introduced in the introduction and also fully identified (i.e. the number of PV-modules to be connected in series and their operating characteristics are identified) its theoretical maximum power voltage, \( V_{mp} \), under standard conditions can be easily determined. So, in order to design a good battery-pack to be put in parallel to the sub-PV-string, so obtaining an effective passive MPPT, the most important problem to be solved could seem only that of matching - as best as possible - the rated voltage of the battery-pack, \( V_{batt} \), with the aforementioned \( V_{mp} \) value, within limits of commercial availability of batteries.

Unfortunately, the problem to be solved is a little more complex.

Firstly, variations of both the SI levels and mostly the Tc values impose - anyhow - the inclusion of a DC/DC converter to be interposed between the sub-PV-string and the battery-pack, for compensating for aforementioned variations, by adjusting the voltage value at the terminals of the sub-PV-string, \( V_{in} \), starting from the almost constant \( V_{batt} \) value.

Once a DC/DC converter has been also included within the circuitry to be designed, further physical effects have to be taken into account in order to optimally designing the \( V_{batt} \) value; for this reason, some other details on the "crucial" designing procedure of the \( V_{batt} \) value will be given on next section 3 in which DC/DC converters are also expressly involved.

![Fig.1. Working points in grid-connected PV-generators, without (a) and with (b) the use of batteries](image-url)
3. Introducing a Boost-Type DC-DC Converter Acting as a “Second Order” Active MPPT

In order to optimally control the actual value of voltage, \( V_{pv} \), at the terminals of a generic sub-PV-string (or single PV-module), starting from the rated voltage value, \( V_{batt}_0 \), of the battery pack introduced in section 2, a boost-type DC-DC converter can be interposed between them, as depicted in Fig. 2. By this way the generation of the maximum available power of the sub-PV-string should be guaranteed under any solar irradiance level, any load/grid condition, for any value of the working temperature of its PV-cells and also for any \( V_{batt} \) value.

At a first sight, the aforementioned solution could appear the same used in conventional active MPPT; nevertheless, please note that in conventional active MPPTs a capacitor is utilized instead of a battery-pack. This means that, in conventional active MPPTs, a conspicuous energy-storage is not achievable; furthermore the capacitor cannot maintain the output voltage within a specified value and, in order to achieve the generation of the maximum power, the range of variations of the converter duty-cycle, \( k \), could result very large, so seriously affecting its conversion efficiency, because of significant conduction losses on its power switches.

In order to obtain very reduced conduction (and conversion) losses, the boost-type DC/DC converter should be operated with very low values of its duty-cycle, \( k \), and this can be accomplished only if the \( V_{batt} \) value has been firstly optimized by taking into account not only the atmospheric conditions of the installation site together with the operating characteristics of the sub-PV-string but also intrinsic physical and operating characteristics of the boost-type DC/DC converter and its circuit components.

In fact, taking into account that the DC/DC converter is of the boost-type, on the one hand, the \( V_{batt} \) value should be chosen equal or higher than the theoretical \( V_{mp} \) value of the sub-PV-string under the maximum estimated SI level and the lowest estimated \( T_{c} \) value; on the other hand, as specifically evidenced in the section dedicated to experiments, there are also other practical aspects that have to be taken into account in selecting the \( V_{batt} \) value. This is essentially because the DC/DC converter also introduces parasitic resistances (i.e. intrinsic resistances of circuit contacts, of the inductor, \( L \), and of the diode, \( D \)) together with an almost constant voltage drop on the power diode, \( D \). This means that, when the sub-PV-string generates power with the DC/DC converter switched-off (i.e. \( k=0 \)), the actual voltage, \( V_{pv} \), at the terminals of the sub-PV-string is the sum of the \( V_{batt} \) value and the whole voltage drops on DC/DC converter components; that is to say, \( V_{pv} \) can be also spontaneously higher than \( V_{batt} \).

This aspect could be not so evident and, if neglected, it could result in choosing a too high \( V_{batt} \) value; as a consequence, also in presence of batteries the DC/DC converter would be operated with too high \( k \) values so being affected by high conduction losses on the power switch, as in conventional active MPPTs simply using capacitors.

Unfortunately, this last aspect strongly depend from physical characteristics of the DC/DC converter circuitry (i.e. voltage, current and power rating of circuit components) and, as a consequence, the designing procedure of the \( V_{batt} \) value, far from being simply solvable by means of mathematical formulas, remains a very delicate practical issue.

In this sense, the use of a reliable and all inclusive numerical model of the circuitry under study can result of a great relevance, as well underlined in section 5 specifically dedicated to experiments.

Before to give (in section 5) some other practical insights on this specific aspect, in next section 4 the use of the proposed battery-based "hybrid" MPPT is extended to those grid-connected PV-plants in which mismatches among PV-modules of the same PV-field could cause important generation losses, also in presence of a single centralized MPPT. In fact, in our opinion, in this scenario the proposed use of batteries becomes affordable and achieves its maximum practical effectiveness.

Finally, about the hardware and the software that - of course - have to be used for automatically controlling the aforementioned DC-DC converters needed to continuously optimize the \( V_{pv} \) value, please note that no differences occur with respect to what is already necessary to provide for DC/DC converters involved in conventional active MPPTs without batteries and any kind of the already well known MPPT algorithms can be implemented with no differences on the needed hardware and/or software. In this sense, also for the sake of brevity, further insights about will not be done in this paper without any loss of information.
4. Utilizing Batteries in a Distributed Framework

As well known, manufacturing tolerances of PV-cells, different orientations of PV-modules, partial shadowing of PV-modules (caused by any kind of physical obstacle) and so on are causes of mismatching conditions among all the series-connected components of a PV-string, which generated current is limited to the lowest value generated by its “worst component”. Even if PV-modules endowed with “by-pass” diodes can simply alleviate the problem, the available power of the by-passed modules is completely lost; furthermore, the P-V characteristic of the PV-string under mismatches becomes “multi-modal” and - as well known - this could cause malfunction of the conventional centralized active MPPT systems together with significant losses on the generated power [16].

Distributed Maximum Power Point Tracking (DMPPT) systems have been introduced to overcome the aforementioned problems and to optimize the generation of PV-fields in presence of mismatching phenomena [17-25] again, they are based on the use of DC/DC converters dedicated to each PV-module of a PV-string, in order to realize, in a decentralized manner, the MPPT for each PV-module; different kinds of useful DC/DC converters (mainly: boost, buck, buck-boost, cuk) can be used.

Undoubtedly, major problems related to DMPPTs are: additional costs, additional losses on DC/DC converters and reduced reliability of the resulting more complex circuitry. Nevertheless, an additional problem has been recently evidenced and investigated [24]; [25]. In practice, because of the series connection, at their output ports, of the distributed DC/DC converters of each PV-module, the voltage at the output terminals of a single DC/DC converter directly depends on the ratio between its generated power and the whole power generated by the PV-string. As a consequence, in case of mismatching conditions, the voltage at the output terminals of the DC/DC converter providing greater power can become very large so causing dangerous voltage stresses on its circuit components. To avoid destruction of converter components, a voltage limitation technique must be implemented or the MPPT function must be temporarily stopped, and this immediately causes relevant reductions on the whole generated power. In order to contain this kind of additional losses on the whole power generated by a PV-string endowed by a DMPPT, in Vitelli [25] Authors propose to add a central MPPT on the PV-string inverter, in order to optimally control the values of its input voltage (also, the whole output voltage of the PV-string). Nevertheless, an additional circuitry (and costs) is needed, without totally avoiding generating losses caused by mismatches.

In this last contest, as an alternative to conventional distributed and fully active MPPTs, our proposal is that of simply extending to this new distributed framework, the battery-based “hybrid” MPPT introduced in section 3; this new idea can be firstly appreciated with the help of Fig.3.

In practice, the PV-field is, firstly, partitioned into an appropriate number of PV-strings; then, for each PV-string, the PV-modules characterized by a very reduced probability of mismatches among them are identified and grouped in a certain number of sub-PV-strings (in the worst case, a sub-PV-string would coincide also with a single PV-module); each sub-PV-string, together with its DC/DC converter and its battery-pack, constitutes - de facto - a single “battery-based DC-generator”. Once all the sub-PV-strings characterized by an almost uniform exposition to atmospheric agents have been identified and all the battery-based generators have been planned, these last can be connected in series among them within the same PV-string, that is in turn conventionally connected to the grid by means of a central inverter.

The architecture depicted in Fig.3 has two fundamental novel properties.

The first one is that, even if all the battery-based DC-generators are connected in series at their output terminals, the corresponding DC/DC converters are not connected in series among them as in conventional DMPPTs. In fact (see also Fig.2), the output current of the PV-string, i_o, injected into the grid or given to the load and also common to all the battery-based DC-generators, is the sum of the DC/DC converter current, i_k and the battery current, i_{batt}; this means that, if one (or more) sub-PV-string is not irradiated as the other ones, thanks to its own battery-pack, its associated DC-generator can generate (temporarily and within limits of the capacity of the battery pack), the same current i_o generated by well-irradiated sub-PV-strings. In this way, each sub-PV-string can generate its own maximum available power (in virtue of the irradiance level and the temperature of the PV-cells), regardless of: the grid/load operating conditions, the ratio among the power generated by each sub-PV-string and the whole power
generated by the PV-string, the value of the whole input inverter voltage and so on.

Its second fundamental property is that the whole output voltage of the PV-string, that is also the input voltage of the central inverter, is quite constant and fixed (at the designed stage) by a proper selection of the sub-PV-string battery packs; this guarantees both maximum efficiency for the inverter and no overvoltage stresses on the DC-DC converter components, regardless of possible mismatching conditions among the sub-PV-strings of the PV-field.

Please also note that different battery-packs on different sub-PV-strings are introduced to cope only with temporary (short-time) mismatches among sub-PV-strings (e.g. temporary partial shadowing). This means that, within limits of the capacity of batteries that have to be designed taking into account the mismatches to be coped with, the battery-pack of the worse irradiated sub-PV-string does not never undercharge and its voltage will remain of the same order of voltages at the terminal of other battery-packs in series. Furthermore, overcharge and undercharge of battery-packs can be simply managed by controlling the power flowing through the central inverter.

5. Experiments

Different experiments are now performed in order to prove the validity of our introduced battery-based PV-circuits. The circuit with a single battery-based hybrid MPPT is fully analyzed in next sections 5.1 while a case-study referring to a more complex and realistic PV-plant with a distributed MPPT is analyzed in section 5.2.

5.1. Experiments on a Single Battery-Based Hybrid MPPT

On the basis of Fig.2 a small power (24 Wp) prototype has been developed in our lab and is now fully tested by means of both lab measurements and numerical simulations on the well known Pspice environment; An artificial light irradiation system based on 2x500 W halogen projectors is also used to obtain different irradiation levels together with a small air fan properly operated for controlling the working temperature of the PV cells. The electrical scheme of the prototype together with most important parameter values are reported in Fig.4. It is a very low power prototype and it has been intended basically for properly setting an effective and all inclusive Pspice numerical model to be used for simulating and testing more complex circuitries including PV generators, DC/DC converters and batteries; nevertheless, here it is also used to prove, even if an "in an amplified way", some basic and important differences between the proposed battery-based circuit and conventional circuits based on capacitors.

The results of measurements on the lab prototype have been always compared with the results of respective numerical simulations performed by using the aforementioned all-inclusive Pspice numerical model, whose specific modeling characteristics have been already evidenced and analyzed in detail in Carbone, et al. [26].

About rated characteristics of batteries used on board of the lab prototype, please note that 6 commercial NiMH rechargeable batteries with 1.2 V of rated voltage and 2100 mAh of capacity have been always used and different battery-packs have been made for experiments.

Firstly, a battery-pack with a 3.6 V rated voltage and 4100 mAh of capacity (2 packs of 3 series-connected batteries in parallel) has been introduced within the circuitry of the lab prototype and, then, it has been fully tested under different operating conditions.

In Fig.5 the measured (left) and simulated (right) waveforms of the Q gating signal, \( V_{\text{pulse}} \), and of the current generated by the mini PV-module in a case-study operating condition, are reported for a first qualitative comparison between measurements and numerical simulations. In Fig.6 and Table 1 some additional results, obtained under variable operating conditions, are also reported; a good matching between the Pspice numerical model and the lab prototype is always well evident. Furthermore, please note that the maximum available power is always generated by the battery-based PV-generator, under any load conditions and for any value of the working temperature of PV-cells.

In order to give also additional insights about most important differences between the proposed battery-based MPPT and the conventional MPPT using capacitors, some additional numerical experiments have been performed under critical grid/load operating conditions.

In particular, with reference to Fig.4 a capacitor with C=470 \( \Omega \)F has been introduced as an alternative to the battery-pack and operating conditions characterized by both a very high value (20 \( \Omega \)) and a very low value (0.2 \( \Omega \)) of the equivalent resistance of the grid (or of the load), \( R_{\text{load}} \), have been considered.

The circuit operation needed for the generation of the maximum available power, \( P_{\text{max}} \), has been found for both the battery-based MPPT and the conventional (or capacitor-based) MPPT, that is to say optimal values of the DC/DC converter duty-cycle, k, have been identified (in our case, off-line and "manually") and then they have been imposed on different circuitries.

![Fig-4. Electrical scheme of the small-power PV-generator prototype developed in the laboratory](image-url)
In the first case study ($SI=450 \text{ W/m}^2$, $T_c=25 ^\circ \text{C}$, $R_{\text{load}}=20 \, \Omega$), the battery-based MPPT has simply achieved the generation of the maximum available power (9 W), with the same duty-cycle value utilized in the previous case-studies ($k=0.7$, as already indicated in Fig.6) and - as expected - maintaining at the terminal of the load a constant voltage of about 3.6 V (the rated voltage of the battery-pack). Instead, the capacitor-based MPPT has achieved the generation of the same maximum power but with a duty-cycle value significantly higher ($k=0.87$) and with a voltage at the terminal of the load of about 8.6 V, that is to say more than two time higher than that of the battery-pack, so evidencing that in the conventional circuit the generation of the maximum available power could cause important overvoltages on circuitry components. Furthermore, starting from the 9 W generated power and unless most significant circuit power losses (about 5.3 W if evaluated as the summation of Joule losses on circuit parasitic resistances and the $Q$ conduction losses) in the conventional circuit only 3.7 W have been delivered to the load and the circuit efficiency is found to be very low (about 40%). In the proposed battery-based

Circuitry, the generated power is not directly linked to the load condition thanks to the charging (or discharging) battery availability; furthermore, the DC-DC converter can be operated with a low and almost constant duty-cycle value (in this case $k=0.7$), with reduced $Q$ conduction losses and with a higher circuit efficiency of about 46%. It is well evident that, with respect to commercial circuits, the circuit efficiency is anyhow very low also for the battery-based circuit, but this is mainly caused by both the high-value intrinsic parasitic resistances, $R_{\text{paras}}$, of the circuit (they have been experimentally estimated in about 0.3 $\Omega$ and have been also included into the Pspice numerical model as indicated in Fig.4) and the very low rated power of our home-made prototype.

In the second case-study with very low load ($SI=450 \text{ W/m}^2$, $T_c=25 ^\circ \text{C}$, $R_{\text{load}}=0.2 \, \Omega$), the battery-based MPPT has again achieved the generation of the maximum available power (9 W) with the same duty-cycle value, $k=0.7$, and with no variation on the load voltage. Instead, the capacitor-based MPPT has achieved the maximum available power only with a zero value of $k$ and with a very low value of the load voltage (0.7 V). For loads lower than 0.2 $\Omega$, the battery-based MPPT has not any difficulty to always guarantee the generation of the maximum power; on the
contrary, the capacitor-based MPPT is no longer able to guarantee the generation of the maximum power. In other words, the battery-based MPPT can easily cope with load variations while, on the contrary, the capacitor-based MPPT can cope only for limited variations of the load; furthermore, the conventional circuit produces a significant variation on the load voltage, also introducing (at very high-load values) the risk of pernicious overvoltages. This last relevant consideration will be re-analyzed with specific emphasis also in the next more complex case-study of a PV-plant based on a conspicuous number of PV-modules and endowed with a "distributed" MPPT.

Even if advantages of the proposed battery-based circuit with respect to the conventional capacitor-based circuit are already well evident, it is very important to underline as performances of the proposed battery-based circuit can be further improved by better designing the rated voltage of the battery pack, \( V_{\text{batt}} \), by taking into account information on the actual operating characteristics of the whole circuit under study that can be easily evidenced with the help of the Pspice numerical model. In fact, by using the first battery pack, not well designed because of its "too high" 3.6 V rated voltage, with the DC/DC converter switched-off (i.e. \( k=0 \)), the diode D results inversely biased for any load condition and the actual voltage at the terminal of the mini PV-module, \( V_{\text{pv}} \), far from being close to the maximum power theoretical value of about 2.75 V (the 80% of the mini PV-module \( V_{\text{max}} \)), practically approaches the \( V_{\text{max}} \) value (of about 3.6 V) and no power is generated by the PV-module. As a consequence, in order to generate the maximum available power the DC/DC converter has to be operated with a high value of \( k \) (i.e. \( k=0.7 \) as already shown in Fig.6), so unsuitably working with high conversion losses.

Instead, a second battery pack with a lower 2.4 V rated voltage (3 packs of 2 series-connected batteries in parallel) is now used under the same atmospheric conditions (\( \text{SI}=450 \text{ W/m}^2 \) and \( T_e=25 \text{ °C} \)). In this case, if, the DC/DC converter is switched-off the diode D results forward biased; nevertheless, because the voltage at the terminal of the mini PV-module, \( V_{\text{pv}} \), is clearly the summation of some significant voltage drops (i.e. those on circuit intrinsic and parasitic resistances, \( R_{\text{par}} \), and on the diode, \( D \)) and the battery voltage, \( V_{\text{batt}} \), the \( V_{\text{pv}} \) voltage again results too high with respect to the maximum power optimal value and it results instead very close to the \( V_{\text{max}} \) value (in fact, it results of about 3.3 V). This means that also by using a 2.4 V battery-pack, for generating the 9 W maximum available power of the case-study, the DC/DC converter has to be operated with a relatively high duty cycle value (\( k=0.6 \)) and conversion losses are again high; anyway, a sensible improved circuit efficiency of about 51% has been registered.

In our specific case-study in which the lab prototype is characterized by components with a very small rated power (i.e. the diode D alone introduces a "here sensible" voltage drop of about 0.6 V), the use of a third battery pack with an apparently/theoretically "too low" 1.2 V rated voltage (6 batteries in parallel) has - instead - provided the best circuit performances also evidencing some additional and very interesting properties of using a battery-pack with an accurately designed rated voltage, chosen on the basis of an in depth investigation of the actual whole circuit operating characteristics. In fact, by using a 1.2 V battery-pack and by operating the circuitry with the DC/DC converter switched-off, the \( V_{\text{pv}} \) voltage now spontaneously results of about 2.9 V, that is to say it is intrinsically close to the optimal theoretical value of about 2.75 V; as a consequence, in order to generate the 9 W maximum available power, now the DC/DC converter can be operated with very low values of \( k \) (i.e. \( k=0.2 \)) for any load condition and conduction losses on the power switch (and also conversion losses) are strongly reduced by reaching a circuit efficiency of about 60%. In order to better appreciate this positive result, please note that the maximum efficiency of our home-made circuit under study can be obtained by using the conventional capacitor-based circuitry working under the optimal load with the DC/DC converter switched-off (\( k=0 \)); in this (very rare) condition, a maximum efficiency of about 64% has been registered.

Further by investigating more in depth the use of the 1.2 V battery-pack other important aspects come out. As can be trivially evidenced, starting from the maximum available power, \( P_{\text{max}} \), generated by the PV-module, the really "helpful" power, that is to say also the "net power", \( P_{\text{net}} \), is the one that remains after Joule power losses on circuit parasitic resistances and also after conversion losses on the DC/DC converter; obviously, this last losses are null if \( Q \) is always switched-off (i.e. \( k=0 \)). That said, by using the 1.2 V battery-pack, if \( Q \) is switched-off a \( V_{\text{pv}} \) voltage at the terminals of the mini PV-module of about 2.9 V is obtained, for any load and for any atmospheric condition. This voltage value, even if it is not coincident with the maximum power voltage value, is close to it and is suitable for generating a non optimal but "congruous" power value under a lot of load and atmospheric conditions, also with the DC/DC converter switched-off (i.e. without conversion losses). Even, in most operating conditions, it could guarantee a \( P_{\text{net}} \) power higher than that obtained with the DC/DC converter switched-on for generating the maximum available power, \( P_{\text{max}} \).

As an example, please consider one of the last discussed case-study (\( \text{SI}=450 \text{ W/m}^2 \), \( T_e=25 \text{ °C} \), \( R_{\text{par}}=20 \text{ Ω} \)). In this case, by operating the 1.2 V battery-based circuitry with the low \( k=0.2 \) value of the converter duty-cycle, the maximum power 2.75 V voltage value for the \( V_{\text{max}} \) has been easily obtained and the generation of 9 W maximum available power has been registered together with the best 60% value for the circuit efficiency; this also means that, starting from the 9 W generated power, a net power of 5.4 W has been practically obtained. Now, if \( Q \) is simply switched-off, of course, the generation of the maximum power is lost; nevertheless, under the new 2.9 V non optimal value of \( V_{\text{pv}} \), a non optimal power of 8.4 W is generated and, by avoiding additional losses on \( Q \), an improved \( P_{\text{net}} \) power of about 6 W is obtained.

Far from being a phenomenon to be relegated to a single and specific case-study, the aforementioned "smart" use of a battery-pack with a properly designed rated voltage together with a switched-off DC/DC converter can be extended to a wide set of operating conditions. In fact a detailed analysis of the circuitry behaviour has been performed by considering also variations on the load conditions, on the \( \text{SI} \) levels and also on the \( T_e \) temperature; the results are summarized with the help of Figs. from 7 to 11.

Firstly, in Fig.7 the maximum power, \( P_{\text{max}} \), generated by different possible circuitries operating under variable \( \text{SI} \) levels, have been reported; specifically, powers generated by the battery-based circuit with the converter switched-off (\( P_{\text{batt}} \), powers generated by the battery-based circuit with the converter switched-on (\( P_{\text{conv-batt}} \)), and...
powers generated by the capacitor-based circuit with the converter switched-on ($P_{\text{conv-cap}}$) have been evaluated for fixed values of the load resistance and of the temperature of PV-cells.

Fig.7 evidences as, by simply utilizing the 1.2 V battery-pack with the converter always switched-off, because of a non perfect uncontrolled value of the voltage, $V_{\text{batt}}$, at the terminals of the PV-module, the generated power is lower than the maximum power generated, with the converter switched-on, both by using the battery-pack or a conventional capacitor; the failure in the generation of the maximum available power is more evident at high values of the SI levels.

Please also note that, the battery-based circuit with the converter switched-on always generates the maximum available power, $P_{\text{conv-batt}}$, by using values of the duty-cycle, $k$, significantly lower than those needed by the conventional capacitor-based circuit for guaranteeing the generation of the same maximum power, $P_{\text{conv-cap}}$, especially a low SI levels.

Nevertheless, because of Joule power losses on parasitic circuit resistances and conversion losses on working converter, a greater generated power does not necessarily correspond to a greater useful net power, $P_{\text{net}}$, delivered to the load or stored within the battery-pack (where it exists).

Fig.7. Maximum power, $P_{\text{max}}$, generated by different circuitries under variable SI levels for: $T_c=45^\circ\text{C}$, $f_{\text{sw}}=10\ \text{kHz}$ and a non-optimal load condition $R_{\text{load}}=3\ \Omega$.

Starting from this last consideration, maximum values of the aforementioned “net power”, $P_{\text{net,\max}}$, generated by our home made circuit under variable test conditions (different values of SI, $T_c$ and $R_{\text{load}}$) are also evaluated for all the three different circuit configurations; the results are then compared and discussed with help of Figs.8-10.

Fig.8 evidences that, under a variable load and constant values of SI and $T_c$, the maximum net power "caught" by the battery-based circuit with the converter switched-off is always greater than the power generated by other two “active” circuits (with respective converters switched-on). The conventional capacitor-based circuit is able to guarantee the maximum available net power only under optimal load conditions; on the contrary, under non optimal load conditions, the maximum available power is always generated (thanks to the help of the working converter) nevertheless the net generated power is "dramatically" low, because of both Joule and conversion higher power losses. On the battery-based circuit, by activating the converter, the maximum available power is now generated but this does not correspond to an increment of the net generated power that results always sensible lower than that guaranteed with the converter switched-off.

Very similar considerations can be also developed referring to variable SI and $T_c$ values (Figs. 9 and 10).

In practice, they confirm that, if the $V_{\text{batt}}$ value is accurately designed basing on the analysis of actual circuit operating characteristics, active circuits that operate a converter for implementing an accurate maximum power tracking function do not certainly guarantee an advantage in generating a useful net power.

Fig.8. Maximum "net power", $P_{\text{net,\max}}$, generated by different circuitries under variable loads, for: $T_c=25^\circ\text{C}$, $f_{\text{sw}}=10\ \text{kHz}$ and SI=450 W/m².
Even, under certain atmospheric or load conditions, the activation of DC/DC converters for catching the generation of the maximum available power could be completely "frustrated" by the corresponding increment of Joule and conversion losses, resulting in the generation of a very low net power value. Of course, the aforementioned conclusion about the "ineffective" activation of DC/DC converters is strongly influenced by operating characteristics of our home-made prototype, specifically characterized by very low rated power and by a high value (0.3 $\Omega$) of the whole circuit parasitic resistance, $R_{\text{paras}}$; nevertheless, the aforementioned study is helpful for underlining that, within active MPPT circuitries based on DC/DC converters, if the rated voltage of these last is accurately designed, the conversion efficiency can be improved by significantly reducing conduction losses on power switches.

Unfortunately, the study also confirms that the designing of the rated voltage of the battery-pack strongly depends on the actual intrinsic characteristics of the circuit components and a rigorous mathematical formalization in this sense is not possible; nevertheless, a preliminary use of a well-settled all-inclusive numerical modeling of the circuitry could be very helpful for approaching an acceptable designing solution.

5.2. Experiments on a PV-Plant Endowed with A DMPPT

The previously settled Pspice numerical model is now used to give evidence of an additional relevant issue that can specifically affect PV-plants endowed with a conventional capacitor-based distributed MPPT. In fact, in this last case, a significant reduction of the generated power and/or possible destruction of circuit components can be caused also by circuit overvoltages that can appear in presence of strong mismatches among atmospheric exposition of different PV-modules of the same PV-string [23-25]. Also in this last context, the proposed battery-based circuitry with the architecture depicted in Fig.3 gives evidence of important and practical advantages with respect to conventional PV-plants without batteries.
A typical residential PV-plant of about 1.5 kWp is now investigated as a specific case-study; the PV-field is based on 6 PV-modules with 240 Wp of rated power, under standard conditions (1000 W/m$^2$ of irradiance, SI, and 25 °C of temperature, Tc). Each PV-module is based on 60 series-connected PV-cells, each of one with about 4 Wp of rated power, 8.17 of short-circuit current and 0.62 V of open-circuit voltage. For the sake of simplicity and without any loss of generality, only a single PV-string based on all the 6 series-connected PV-modules is hypothesized; this means that each PV-module is considered as a sub-PV-string and it is endowed with its proper boost-type DC/DC-converter MPPT (Fig.3).

In order to compare performances of the proposed battery-based architecture with those of a conventional one, the two respective different circuits are simulated by means of the Pspice numerical model; without any loss of generality, the interfacing central inverter and the grid/load are modelled by an equivalent variable resistor, to simulate both optimal (central MPPT ON) and non optimal (central MPPT OFF) load/network operating conditions.

For the proposed battery-based architecture, taking into account the rated and operating characteristics of each PV-module under standard conditions, a lead acid valve-regulated battery pack with 24 V of rated voltage has been selected, in order to guarantee at the output terminals of each boost-type DC/DC converter a voltage value close to the respective PV-module maximum power voltage "standard" value (about 29 V); being our main objective that of compensating for possible momentary (some minutes) atmospheric severe mismatches among the PV-modules (e.g. momentary partial shadowing), a battery pack with a capacity value of 12 Ah has been considered more than enough.

For the conventional capacitor-based architecture a 470 µF commercial aluminium electrolytic capacitor has been used, instead of the battery-packs.

Significant mismatches, in terms of different solar irradiance levels among the 6 PV-modules, are then considered; in particular, a 400 W/m$^2$ value for the irradiance level SI together with a 30 °C value of the Tc temperature are considered for first 5 PV-modules, while only for the sixth PV-module a 1000 W/m$^2$ SI value together a 60 °C Tc value are hypothesized. Simulations have been carried out for evaluating the maximum power generated by each PV-module together with the total one generated by the whole PV-string, $P_\text{ss}$, for different values of $R_{\text{load}}$. The whole net power, $P_{\text{net}}$, generated by both PV-strings are also evaluated to take into account effects of different circuit additional power losses. The results are summarized with the help of Fig.11.

Also in this case the proposed architecture is able to generate the maximum available power of about 540 W (Fig.11) for any grid/load operating condition.

On the contrary, the conventional architecture seems able the generate the maximum power only starting from certain high values of $R_{\text{load}}$: below a certain value of $R_{\text{load}}$ (i.e. 50 Ω in Fig.11), power generated by the less irradiated sub-PV-strings becomes null (in fact, their output voltage becomes null) and a loss of generated power is well evident. This means that, for the conventional architecture a central inverter is strictly needed for allowing the generation of the maximum available power by controlling the equivalent resistance value $R_{\text{load}}$ [25] nevertheless, an additional problem arises.

In Fig.12 the values of the PV-strings output voltage, $V_o$, are reported together with the output voltage values, $V_{\text{circ}}$, at the terminals of the best irradiated sixth PV-module. From this last figure it is evident that, even if the $R_{\text{load}}$ value is adjusted to be above the aforementioned 50 Ω minimum value, in order to make

![Fig-11](image-url) Maximum power, $P_{\text{max}}$, and net power, $P_{\text{net}}$, generated by the 6 series-connected PV-modules case-study, at $f_{\text{sw}}=10$ kHz, $T_c=25$ °C and $SI=400$ W/m$^2$ for PV-modules from 1 to 5 and $T_c=60$ °C and $SI=1000$ W/m$^2$ for the 6th PV-module, under non-optimal and variable grid/network equivalent resistance values, as registered in the conventional capacitor-based circuitry ("conv-Cap" subscript) and in the proposed battery-based circuitry ("conv-Batt" subscript).
Possible generation of the maximum available power, important overvoltages now appear within the conventional circuitry, especially at the terminals of the better irradiated sub-PV-string; as a consequence, for avoiding the destruction of some sensible circuit components, a "neutralizing" limitation logic of the generated power should be operated.

6. Conclusion
Batteries with accurately designed rated voltages have been introduced within grid-connected PV-plants to be used together with simple boost-type DC/DC converters. The proposal is mainly intended for complex PV-plants already endowed with a battery-based energy storage system and with a distributed MPPTs. By the proposed way, a high efficiency of the PV-generator is always guaranteed, also in presence of important criticalities in the PV-field and/or in the grid operating conditions. Differently from conventional PV-plant architectures with a conventional centralized battery-pack, the PV-plant generation can be optimized also in presence of strong partial shadings. Differently from conventional distributed MPPTs without batteries, a central MPPT function proved not to be strictly necessary for always generating the maximum available power and/or for avoiding dangerous overvoltages on circuit components. Further, all the well known advantages of the energy storage availability are de facto embedded within the PV-plant. Measurements on a lab prototype and Pspice numerical simulations have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed idea.
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